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Transform Your Brand
Netpak




Your trusted packaging partner



Why choose Netpak ?


Are you searching for a reliable partner to elevate your packaging project to the next level? Look no further than Netpak, a leading Quebec-based manufacturer specializing in custom product packaging for a diverse range of industries including food, health, beauty, pharmaceuticals, or custom retail packaging. With Netpak’s expertise and commitment to excellence, you can trust that your packaging needs will be met with precision and professionalism.
At Netpak, we understand the importance of premium custom printed packaging that not only enhance the visual appeal of your products but also align with your brand values and environmental responsibilities. That’s why we offer swift, eco-conscious production processes that adhere to rigorous standards, ensuring that your custom packaging not only looks great but also reflects your dedication to sustainability.
Our team of experienced professionals works closely with clients to deliver tailored solutions that meet their unique requirements and exceed their expectations. Whether you’re launching a new product, running a special promotion, or simply need custom packaging for everyday retail needs, Netpak has the capabilities and expertise to bring your vision to life.
With our state-of-the-art facilities and cutting-edge technology, we ensure that your packaging is produced efficiently and to the highest quality standards. And with our commitment to eco-conscious practices, you can feel confident that your custom packaging is not only visually striking but also environmentally friendly.
Don’t settle for anything less than the best when it comes to your packaging needs. Choose Netpak and experience the difference that expert craftsmanship, swift production, and eco-conscious practices can make for your brand. Elevate your custom packaging project with Netpak today and see the difference for yourself.
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Our Expertise in Custom Packaging









Mission



More informations ?


Looking to propel your business forward with top-notch packaging solutions? Look no further than our expert team, dedicated to delivering fast, high-end packaging solutions designed to fuel the growth and success of our valued customers.
In today’s competitive market, the right custom packaging can make all the difference in capturing consumer attention and driving sales. That’s why we prioritize speed and quality, ensuring that our customers receive their custom packaging solutions promptly without compromising on excellence.
Our commitment to excellence extends beyond just delivering a custom product packaging. We understand that every aspect of your custom packaging, from design to materials to functionality, plays a crucial role in shaping consumer perceptions and driving business success. That’s why we work closely with our customers to understand their unique needs and develop packaging solutions that not only meet but exceed their expectations.
With our fast turnaround times and high-end production capabilities, you can trust that your custom boxes and packaging will be delivered on time and to the highest standards of quality. Whether you’re launching a new product, refreshing your brand image, or looking custom retail packaging, we have the expertise and resources to help you achieve your goals.
Don’t let packaging be an afterthought. Invest in fast, high-end packaging solutions that will elevate your brand and drive your business forward. Partner with us today and experience the difference that quality custom printed packaging can make for your success.



 
 
 



More informations ?







Vision



More informations ?


Position yourself as an indispensable player in both the Quebec and Canadian industries by offering a diverse selection of high-quality, eco-conscious packaging solutions to consumers. With a commitment to sustainability and excellence, your brand can become synonymous with trust, reliability, and environmental stewardship.
In today’s conscientious market, consumers are increasingly prioritizing products and brands that demonstrate a commitment to environmental responsibility. By providing a wide array of eco-friendly packaging options, you can meet the growing demand for sustainable solutions while establishing your brand as a leader in the industry.
From biodegradable materials to recyclable packaging designs, your offerings can cater to the needs of environmentally-conscious consumers across Quebec and Canada. By aligning your brand with eco-friendly practices, you not only contribute to a healthier planet but also attract a loyal customer base that values sustainability.
In addition to environmental considerations, your focus on quality ensures that consumers receive packaging solutions that meet their highest standards. By consistently delivering durable, well-designed packaging options, you can instill confidence in your brand and solidify your position as a trusted provider in the industry.
As you continue to expand your range of offerings and establish yourself as a go-to source for quality, environmentally-friendly packaging, you’ll become an integral part of both the Quebec and Canadian markets. Your commitment to innovation, sustainability, and customer satisfaction will set you apart from competitors and position you for long-term success in the industry.
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Fast, efficient, quality service for your packaging projects
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Structural design
Structural design, prototype development and structural performance analysis
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Pre-press
Print file preparation, colour verification and CTP printing plate production
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Enhanced printing
Hot stamping, UV varnish, textured varnish, embossing, lamination and more
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Finishing
Cutting, folding, stripping, gluing, cellophane window patching and tray forming
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Distribution and warehousing
Logistics management, co-packing, distribution and warehousing













Our Certifications
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Need personalized service?


Contact Us





Sustainability
The road to plastic-free packaging







Expertise
Ink-credible options for designing your packaging







a
See the latest news from Netpak
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9055, Impasse de l’Invention
, Anjou 

(Québec) 
Canada 
H1J 3A7 


Toll-free : 
1 866 399-8544
 


Montréal : 
514 645-8412
 


sales@netpak.com
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